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Save on operating costs  
and reduce carbon emissions

ENERGY CONSERVATION

AstralPool’s Viron XT variable speed pumps are incredibly 

efficient, reducing the lifetime pool operating and 

ownership costs while offering incredibly high flow and 

pressure when required to meet the most demanding 

applications.

P320XT

P520XT

Recover your pool pump 
cost in less than 5 years

Scan to compare a single 
speed pump with our P320XT 
variable speed pump 
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ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY
The Viron XT pumps reduce energy consumption
by up to 90% and effectively reduce greenhouse emissions 
by up to 90% (when power supplied from coal fired power 
plants). But manufacturing a pump also contributes to 
greenhouse emissions. The larger the motor, the more raw
materials go into it, and the more greenhouse emissions 
are used to produce the motor. Astral Pool produce the 
right size motor for your individual application, reducing our 
carbon footprint in the manufacturing process.

ENERGY SAVINGS
Viron XT pump when programmed to the correct speeds 
and flow rates required for different pool operations, can 
drastically reduce your overall energy consumed, saving 
you huge on annual operational costs. In some cases, can 
save you upto 90% of energy costs when compared to a 
conventional single speed pump. Our Viron XT pumps are on 
of the highest MEPS Energy star rated pumps on the market.  

BUILT FOR THE TOUGHEST CONDITIONS ON EARTH
The Viron XT Pump is a significant investment. Each 
individual component is carefully designed and selected for 
maximum life span in the tough Aussie climate. 316 stainless 
steel hardware, robust engineering plastics and high quality 
silicone seals create a pump that lasts. Even the motor 
and sophisticated electronics are carefully designed and 
manufactured to be easily serviced and repaired.

EFFECIENCY FOR ALL
The Viron XT Pump offer speed settings from 600 RPM up 
to 3600 RPM to select the perfect flow rate to suit whatever 
your pump is being used for. Suitable from the gentle 
circulation to the occasional vacuuming, filter cleaning, and 
specific applications such as water features, spa jets and in 
floor cleaning.

SIMPLICITY OF OPERATION
Three programmed speeds suitable for most pools, the 
Viron XT can be easily reset with simple up or down buttons 
to more specific desired speeds. The Bluetooth feature 
seamlessly connected the Viron XT pumps to the Halo Chlor 
for a better control. 
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MODEL NAME
MODEL 

NO. VOLTS PHASE
INPUT 
WATTS

FULL LOAD 
AMPS

FLOW RATE 
@ 8 M/H

CONNS 
“MM”

ENERGY CONSUMPTION 
(KWH/Y)

ENERGY STAR 
RATING

VIRON P320C XT MKII 11547 240 Single 1250 7.5 303lpm 40/50 514 6

VIRON P520C XT MKII 11548 240 Single 1800 8.0 580lpm 50/65 734 4.5

SPECIFICATIONS

R310124

The Viron XT range is subject of 2 x patent applications in addition to the following granted patents and design registrations: AU Des. No. 339581, US Des. No. D676,811, AU Des. No. 339582, 
US Des. No. D680,072, AU Des. No. 339580, US Des. No. D678,852 , AU Pat. No. 2013203765, AU Pat. No. 2012238317, AU Pat. No. 2016100642

For AUS: For NZ:

DIMENSIONS

Overdrive 

High Speed = 2850 RPM

Medium Speed = 2000 RPM

Low Speed = 1325 RPM
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Overdrive 

High Speed = 2850 RPM

Medium Speed = 2000 RPM

Low Speed = 1325 RPM
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UNIQUE HIGH-PERFORMANCE FEATURES
Viron XT fast prime mode operates the pump at higher 
than normal speeds during the priming period and 
reduces the time it takes to expel the air in the pump and 
system by more than 30%. This reduces wear on the pump 
components, increasing the pump life. Once the pump 
is fully primed it automatically reverts back to the last 
operating speed selected. Operating at high pressures 
when driving spa jets, in floor cleaning or water features, 
the Overdrive mode will increase and govern the speed 
of the pump to achieve truly high flow and pressures. The 
pump will never draw excessive power but also ensure your 
pool system is operating at its best efficiency.

WARRANTY 
For product warranty  
registration & information  
on warranty details visit:
astralpool.com.au/warranty  
or astralpool.co.nz/warranty

Swimming Pool 
Pump Calculator

Scan to estimate 
your annual savings


